Abstract We use local and teleseismic earthquakes to analyze shear wave splitting within the Pamir-Hindu Kush region, north of the western syntaxis of the India-Asia collision zone. These two data sets allowed us to map the distribution of azimuthal anisotropy, to put constraints on the depth range where it is accumulated, and to deduce characteristics of ongoing deformation. From 1,073 SKS (core-mantle refracted phases) measurements at 107 stations, we derived time delays of 0.7-2.25 s and dominantly ENE-WSW oriented fast polarization directions. Fast polarization directions only deviate adjacent to the subducting slabs and major strike-slip faults, aligning parallel to these structures. From 461 direct S measurements along a transect perpendicular to the Pamir seismic zone, we obtain fast directions parallel to those from SKS measurements but smaller delay times (average 0.4 s), which vary depending on depth. Time delays exhibit 0.1-0.3 s crustal contribution and increase to 0.8 s in a narrow domain coinciding with the inferred subcrustal contact of the two colliding plates. We find measurements from the same event-station paths at different filter frequencies to be frequency-independent, allowing a comparison with SKS results along the studied profile. The smaller average time delays of local events imply that the crust and uppermost mantle only make a minor contribution to the SKS splitting. Thus, the coherent fast direction pattern suggests a strain field dominated by the indentation of India and the escape of sublithospheric material north of the indenter. Crustal anisotropy is likely also controlled by this regional deformation pattern with locally highest strain rates closest to the continental subduction front.
Introduction
Seismic anisotropy, derived from shear wave splitting (SWS) measurements, was during the last decades established as an important parameter to constrain mantle dynamics (e.g., Fouch & Rondenay, 2006; Savage, 1999) , which, in turn, is fundamental for understanding the deformation characteristics of any plate boundary system. Nevertheless, the interpretation of the anisotropy patterns received from seismological data is not straightforward as SWS integrates anisotropy over the entire ray path either between the event and receiver station or between the core-mantle boundary and the surface. Complexities in SWS observations, and thus their interpretation, are expected particularly in heavily deforming orogens like the PamirHindu Kush region at the western syntaxis of the India-Asia collision zone (Figure 1 ), the target of our study, where many different tectonic units contribute to the observed SWS pattern. Anisotropy of seismic velocities in such tectonic units can have different origins. Shape preferred orientation (SPO) , that is, the preferential alignment of subwavelength heterogeneities, can arise due to faults, fractures, sedimentary bedding planes or oriented cracks (Boness & Zoback, 2006; Calixto et al., 2014; Crampin, 1987; Eken, Bohnhoff, et al., 2013; Kendall, 2004; Savage, 1999; Walker et al., 2004) . Alternatively, preferred alignment of anisotropic minerals in accordance with the applied finite strain can cause anisotropy due to lattice-preferred crystallographic orientation (Fouch & Rondenay, 2006 , and references therein). Salimbeni et al., 2018; northeastern Tibet: Levin et al., 2013; Figure 1b) . These anisotropy patterns have been interpreted in many cases as arising due to asthenospheric flow in response to the collision (e.g., Meissner et al., 2002) , since olivine is a strongly anisotropic mineral and tends to align its fast axis with the maximum strain direction, which is equivalent to the regional flow field for large strains (Ribe, 2012) . For these large-scale studies, core-mantle refracted phases (e.g., SKS) are generally used, which sample the mantle at steep incidence angles and with relatively low frequencies, and integrate anisotropic effects along the ray path. Due to these characteristics, it is less clear if and how the lithosphere contributes to the observed SWS patterns in addition to the asthenospheric contribution. As the mantle lithosphere is composed of olivine as well, seismic anisotropy measured beneath orogens was partly interpreted as a Figure 1 . (a) Overview map of the study area and network geometry. Triangles indicate the locations of seismic stations used for SKS analysis; color coding denotes the final number of good measurements. Stations highlighted in yellow have additionally been used for local shear wave splitting analysis. Stations for which data examples are shown in Figures 2 and 3 are labeled in blue. Intermediate depth seismicity is color coded for events associated with the Pamir (dark red) and Hindu Kush (light red) slabs, respectively . Faults in black: Darvaz F. = Darvaz Fault; Illiac F. = Illiac Fault; Karakorum F. = Karakorum Fault; KYS = KashgarYecheng Transfer System; PTS = Pamir Thrust System. Suture zones are plotted in gray (tectonic features modified from Styron et al., 2010 , and Kufner et al., 2016 . The yellow dashed line indicates the approximate map view location of the intermediate depth seismicity and is used for orientation in (c). (b) Overview map of the India-Asia collision system and SKS splitting parameters (solid bars) extracted from the online database described in Becker et al., (2012 Becker et al., ( , updated 2017 . Bars are scaled by delay time, and their strikes indicate the fast polarization direction. Black lines denote tectonic features as in (a). (c) Tectonic sketch showing the simplified outline of the oppositely subducting Pamir and Hindu Kush slabs (interpretation, modified from Kufner et al., 2016) . Mantle lithosphere is represented in gray. Crust and asthenosphere are transparent. HK = north dipping Indian Hindu Kush slab (light gray); P = south to east dipping Asian Pamir slab (dark gray). Based on the interpretation in Kufner et al. (2016) , both slabs steepen to near-vertical at depth; the Hindu Kush slab might be partly overturned.
combined effect of asthenospheric origin and past/present deformation history in the mantle lithosphere (e.g., Léon-Soto et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2008) .
The contributions of different tectonic units may be better distinguished by including local earthquakes in the SWS analysis. However, from joint studies in oceanic subduction settings, where many deep local earthquakes are available, it is known that this comparison has to be carried out with caution. Local splitting parameters often exhibit much more complexity compared to SKS measurements (e.g., Abt et al., 2009; Levin et al., 2004; Long, 2013; Wirth & Long, 2010) , not only due to the higher dominant frequencies and the smaller Fresnel-zone widths of local S waves but also as their wave paths pass through the subsurface at a variety of angles and with variable initial polarizations, which might yield different splitting results, depending on the type of anisotropy encountered. Despite these complexities, local S splitting data are a valuable supplement to SKS measurements as the hypocentral depth of local earthquakes is known. Thus, they add a rough depth constraint to the SKS observations.
Due to a zone of intense intermediate depth seismicity with hypocenters reaching down to 300 km, the Pamir and the Hindu Kush mountains (Figure 1a) are one of the few places worldwide where local SWS measurements can be used to add a depth constraint to results from SKS splitting within a collisional setting. Here we compile a data set containing local and SKS splitting parameters for the Pamir-Hindu Kush region, using records from recent temporary seismic networks. Restricting our local data set to a transect along the Pamir continental subduction along which the depth structure is relatively well known, we overcome part of the complexity in the interpretation of local SWS results. Conducting a multifrequency analysis, we then clarify under which circumstances our local and SKS SWS measurements are comparable. The combined interpretation ultimately enables us to separate contributions from the crust, mantle lithosphere, and asthenosphere to the observed anisotropy, allowing an identification of the type and scale of deformation processes acting beneath the Pamir and the Hindu Kush. Finally, our SKS results fill a large data gap in global SKS compilations at the western termination of the India-Asia collision zone (Figure 1b ).
Regional Setting
The Pamir-Hindu Kush mountains are situated within the India-Asia collision zone, which is active sincẽ 55 Ma (e.g., Patriat & Achache, 1984; van Hinsbergen et al., 2011) . The northward convex Pamir orocline forms the northwestern continuation of the Tibetan Plateau and extends southwestward into the Hindu Kush (Figure 1 ). From the offset and curvature of suture zones, the Pamir is thought to have been translated at least 300 km northward with respect to both Tibet and the Hindu Kush since the early Miocene in response to the northward indentation of India into Asia (Burtman & Molnar, 1993; Schwab et al., 2004; Tapponnier & Molnar, 1979) . During this northward movement, the Pamir crust was intensely shortened, and the once connected Tajik and Tarim basins were separated ( Figure 1a ). GPS measurements show that the rate of crustal shortening across the Pamir Thrust System, the present deformation front between the Pamir and the Tian Shan, is around 10-15 mm/year (Ischuk et al., 2013; Zubovich et al., 2010 Zubovich et al., , 2016 . Pamir crust also extrudes westward into the Tajik basin forming a foreland fold and thrust belt, which is restricted to the north by the transpressional Illiac Fault zone. The left-lateral Darvaz strike-slip fault defines the boundary between the Tajik basin and the western Pamir, while the Karakorum Fault and the Kashgar-Yecheng Transfer System demarcate the Pamir at its eastern margin, toward the western Kunlun Shan and the Tarim basin . Although the present activity of these three faults is debated, they are thought to have accommodated much of the northward offset of the Pamir in the past (Robinson et al., 2015; Sobel et al., 2011; Zubovich et al., 2010) . To the southwest of the Pamir, the India-Asia collision front is demarcated by the Hindu Kush of Afghanistan, which, however, did not experience the same amount of northward offset as the Pamir (Burtman & Molnar, 1993) . The NE-SW-striking Tian Shan mountains, finally, restrict the Pamir-Hindu Kush-Tajik basin collision system to the north. Internally, the Tian Shan is split into a western and eastern part by the prominent but currently inactive NNW-SSE striking dextral TalasFerghana Fault (Rolland et al., 2013; Zubovich et al., 2010; Figure 1a) .
The Pamir and the Hindu Kush have been considered as a prime example for intracontinental subduction (Burtman & Molnar, 1993; Hamburger et al., 1992) due to the occurrence of intense intermediate depth seismicity (Billington et al., 1977; Fan et al., 1994; Kufner et al., 2017; Pegler & Das, 1998; Sippl, Schurr, Tympel, et al., 2013) and prominent slab-shaped high-velocity anomalies in the mantle (Koulakov & Sobolev, 2006; Kufner et al., 2016; Negredo et al., 2007) . Due to the opposite dip of the seismogenic features, different tectonic concepts exist that suggest the existence of either two oppositely inclined slabs of Asian and Indian mantle lithosphere beneath the Pamir and the Hindu Kush (e.g., Burtman & Molnar, 1993; Chatelain et al., 1980; Fan et al., 1994; Negredo et al., 2007; Roecker, 1982) or one single contoured slab (e.g., Billington et al., 1977; Pavlis & Das, 2000; Pegler & Das, 1998) . Recent seismological studies, based on a large number of stations within the entire collision system (Kufner et al., 2016; Schneider et al., 2013; , favor a two-slab scenario with Asian lithosphere subducting southward to eastward in a tight 90°arc beneath the Pamir (Figure 1c) . A N-S-oriented profile of seismometers (TIPAGE profile, Figure 1a) , the data of which will also be used in the following study, illuminated the structure of this continental subduction zone at very high resolution (Mechie et al., 2012; Schneider et al., 2013; Sippl, Schurr, Tympel, et al., 2013; . Interpretation of these seismological data combined with numerical and petrological modeling suggests that intermediate depth seismicity occurs in a narrow (~10 km) layer of subducted lower crust on top of the descending Asian mantle lithosphere, whereas a portion of more felsic upper/middle crustal rocks is subducted only to approximately 100-km depth where it resists further subduction as it is more buoyant than the surrounding mantle . As only parts of the thick Pamir crust subduct, highest N-S oriented shortening occurs north of the intermediate depth seismicity in the Northern Pamir and Trans Alai where the Pamir is colliding with the Tian Shan mountain range. By contrast, beneath the Hindu Kush, an oppositely dipping lithospheric slab of presumably Indian origin was imaged (Koulakov & Sobolev, 2006; Kufner et al., 2016; Negredo et al., 2007; Figure 1c) . It is thought that the Hindu Kush slab is in the process of breaking off, producing large earthquakes with hypocenters down to 250-to 300-km depth Lister et al., 2008) .
As of yet, no comprehensive set of SWS measurements exists for the Pamir and Hindu Kush, although several studies have been carried out within the adjacent Tian Shan, western China, and Tibet (Figure 1b) . Fast axes in western China are overall parallel to the strike of orogens and active faults and perpendicular to the direction of maximum horizontal stress (Huang et al., 2011a) . This pattern has been generally interpreted in terms of large-scale lithospheric deformation in response to the ongoing India-Asia collision (Flesch et al., 2005; Li et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2008) . Within the Tian Shan, measurements showed partly large backazimuthal variations, which led to suggestions of two-layer anisotropy, with different contributions from the lithosphere and the sublithospheric mantle (Li et al., 2010) . A two-layer scenario has been confirmed using anisotropytomography (Wei et al., 2016; Yao et al., 2010) . A contribution of the asthenosphere to the observed SKS splitting has been likewise proposed for the eastern Himalayan syntaxis (e.g., Fu et al., 2008; Huang et al., 2000; Mo et al., 2006) . However, in contrast to the Tian Shan, the asthenosphere beneath the eastern Himalayan syntaxis may be heavily affected by the India-Asia collision, resulting in a rotation of SKS fast axes (Figure 1b ). Other studies argue that the observed pattern of fast axes could rather represent coherent deformation of crust and mantle (e.g., Eken, Tilmann, et al., 2013; León Soto et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2008) .
Data and Methods
Here we carry out SWS analysis to deduce the pattern of azimuthal anisotropy within the Pamir-Hindu Kush collision zone. SWS analysis uses the fact that shear waves separate into two perpendicularly polarized quasi shear waves, which move at different wave speeds, when entering an anisotropic domain (Vinnik et al., 1989) . This leads to an elliptical particle motion recorded at a seismic station if the time delay between fast and slow wave is less than approximately one dominant period. The azimuth of the fast shear wave polarization plane then reflects the orientation of axes of azimuthal anisotropy in the subsurface. The SWS analysis technique used here tries to restore a linear particle motion, as if the medium were isotropic, by signal rotation and time shifting. Routinely, two parameters characterizing the anisotropy are retrieved: the horizontal orientation of the fast polarization direction (FPD) and the time delay (DT), which is the time shift necessary to realign the split shear waves (Silver & Chan, 1991) .
SKS Splitting Analysis
Our first data set for SWS analysis consists of SKS phases recorded at 107 mostly temporarily deployed stations within the Hindu Kush-Pamir-Tajik basin-Tian Shan region (TIPAGE: operating 2008 , Yuan et al., 2008 TIPTIMON: 2012 -2014 , 2013 FERGHANA: 2009 , Feld et al., 2015 Task Force Kyrgyzstan: 2008 -2009 ; and the TAJIK permanent seismic network, TJ-PMP International, Tajikistan, 2005). We initially found 2,259 teleseismic event-station pairs with potential SKS phase recorded by these networks. After selecting only the events with SKS phase onset sufficiently separated from S, PS, or ScS phases, the waveforms of the selected events were visually inspected to guarantee a good data quality (i.e., high signal-to-noise ratio) and to verify that the SKS phase did not overlap with other phases. This selected data set contained 193 high-quality teleseismic earthquakes that occurred between 2005 and 2014 within the magnitude range of 5.5 to 7.6 and an epicentral distance range of 90°to 135° (  Figure 2a) . We used an analysis window starting 15 s before and ending 25 s after the theoretical SKS phase onset, which was calculated using the IASP91 1-D radial earth model (Kennett & Engdahl, 1991) . The 15 + 25 s windowing enabled us to include at least two periods of the SKS phase, which provided sufficient elliptical motion of the horizontal components in the case of significant anisotropy. Prior to the splitting measurement, the data were bandpass filtered in the frequency range of 0.05 to 0.25 Hz in order to improve the signal-tonoise ratio. We utilized the transverse energy minimization technique to determine splitting parameters by a grid search over fast direction and splitting time delay following the method of Silver and Chan (1991) . In this technique, a single layer of anisotropy with horizontal symmetry axis is assumed as we consider the initial polarization of the SKS phase to be in the radial direction in the isotropic case. The grid search tests FPDs from 0°(north) to 180°(south) in 1°increments and DTs from 0 to 5 s in 0.05-s increments. A simplified version of the inverse F test approach introduced in Silver and Chan (1991) was used to define the uncertainty of our splitting measurements. This test provides a reasonable estimate of relative errors, but the absolute value of the error bounds is not reliable, as it is closely related to the assumed number of degrees of freedom of the data, which is hard to estimate. In particular, Walsh et al. (2013) reported that the assumption of bandlimited Gaussian noise must be justified for a more proper error analysis. Here we simply assumed one degree of freedom per second of waveform as suggested earlier in Silver and Chan (1991) . For the interpretation of the lateral variation of anisotropic parameters, we used station averages calculated following the approach of Von Mises (Cochran et al., 2003) where the average values of the splitting parameters are calculated similar to an arithmetic mean by taking the circular mean of all SKS-derived FPDs and the normal mean of DTs (Eken, Tilmann, et al., 2013) . We also performed the joint splitting method proposed by Wolfe and Silver (1998) that allows to estimate station averaged splitting parameters by stacking misfit surfaces of all available individual null and good splitting measurements at one station. Station splitting parameters are then extracted from this joint misfit surface. Comparing these two methods, we obtained very similar results for the fast directions, but splitting delays are systematically overestimated by 0.1-0.2 s, occasionally even more, by the averaging method (see Figure S1 in the supporting information for a comparison of both measurement methods).
After performing the splitting measurements and correcting for anisotropy, the linearity of particle motion for the fast and slow components was visually inspected for each splitting results (see example in Figure 2 ). This quality assessment reduced the data set to 1073 high-quality splitting measurements, of which 173 were Null measurements (station averaged results for both averaging methods are attached in Data Sets S1 and S2). Due to the dominance of available events from the ESE, a majority of good splitting events was derived from this backazimuthal direction as well ( Figure 2 ). The high-quality splitting measurements were relatively well distributed among the stations, with 44% of all stations having at least 10 splitting measurements. For 5% of all stations, only a single SKS measurement was obtained ( Figure 1a ). This group mostly comprises stations within the Hindu Kush and Afghanistan. As these temporary stations were deployed for a shorter time period than most of the other stations and were equipped with short period sensors only, the smaller number of good measurements is not surprising.
Local SWS Analysis
Shear waves from local earthquakes formed our second data set. These data allowed us to sample anisotropy in the uppermost mantle above the zone of intermediate depth seismicity and in the crust (<150 km depth). To avoid possible complexities inherent in local SWS data (e.g., poorly understood structure at depth and large backazimuthal variations), we chose a data set along the TIPAGE profile (Figure 1a ), for which a very good structural model has been derived in previous studies (section 2). We restricted the earthquakes used for the analysis to a swath approximately along this profile (73-74.5°E) and to incidence angles smaller than 35°(measured from vertical and determined from the 1D velocity model of . The swath width is a compromise to include a sufficient number of events in our analysis but at the same time ensure that lateral variation of splitting parameters dominate over backazimuthal variations. The restriction of the incidence angle to a critical value of 35°is introduced to eliminate free surface effects. The S waves approaching at incidence angles larger than the critical angle can result in an inhomogeneous P wave with an associated phase change on the radial and vertical components that may lead to bias of the splitting measurements (e.g., Crampin & Lovell, 1991; Paulsen, 2004) . Additionally, it is the angle normally used when local and SKS data are compared in terms of azimuthal anisotropy (e.g., Long & van der Hilst, 2005) . Shear wave arrival times and earthquake locations were taken from the earthquake catalog published by Sippl, Schurr, Tympel, et al. (2013) . The local SWS analysis was done in five frequency bands (0.05-0.25, 0.1-1, 0.2-3, 0.4-4, and 0.8-6 Hz), which were chosen to vary consistently in frequency but with significant overlap in order to detect a possible frequency-dependence of measured splitting parameters.
After applying these selection criteria, 242 local events at 15 stations were left for further local splitting analysis performed via the Multiple Filter Automatic Splitting Technique (MFAST) software developed by Savage et al. (2010) . After filtering using a two-pole Butterworth filter, a minimum signal-to-noise ratio of 3 (calculated from the averaged values obtained from the two horizontal components using a 3-s noise and signal window preceding and following the S onset) was required for further analysis. Subsequently, a range of measurement windows for the SWS analysis was determined based on the dominant frequency of the signal using a 3-s window after the S arrival (see details on our parameter choice in the paragraph below). In practice, measurement windows were sufficiently long so that two to three periods of the dominant frequency were included in most cases. The MFAST analysis method combines the minimum eigenvalue splitting . The confidence interval for the splitting parameters is estimated using the F test (Silver & Chan, 1991) . The thick contour line represents the residual energy corresponding to the 95% confidence region. Black cross indicates optimum splitting parameters. Solid lines in gray show the backazimuth and its perpendicular direction. FPD = fast polarization direction, DT = time delay.
analysis algorithm introduced by Silver and Chan (1991) with the cluster analysis of Teanby et al. (2004) : For each measurement window, inverse splitting operators are applied to the waveforms, seeking to find the operator that optimally corrects for the splitting. The linearity of the particle motion is assessed by minimizing the second eigenvalue (λ 2 ) of the covariance matrix of the two horizontal traces (Savage et al., 2010; Silver & Chan, 1991) . The minimum value of λ 2 is searched for, over a parameter space of fast polarization directions between 0°and 180°in 1°increments and of splitting time delays from zero up to a predefined maximum split time (DTmax) in 161 steps, which requires the resampling of the data in the time domain to increase the resolution (see details on our parameter choice in the paragraph below). A measurement is considered as Null and excluded if the difference between the obtained FPD and initial polarization is less than 20°. We exclude these events due to their ambiguity. It is not clear if splitting in the polarization direction or no splitting at all occurs. Within the MFAST routine, such a splitting measurement is repeated for several slightly shifted measurement windows (index i), aiming to determine the sensitivity of DT and FPD to the data segment used for analysis. The cluster analysis of Teanby et al. (2004) then searches for clusters with similar values of DT(i) and FPD(i) among this set of results. The total variance of each cluster is calculated from the variance of each individual measurement and the spread of the measurements in one cluster. The measurement with the smallest variance within the best cluster is chosen as the final result for one event (see Teanby et al., 2004 , for a detailed description).
During our analysis, we tested between 75 and 125 different measurement windows per event and frequency band at each station. The exact number, length, and time-position of these windows depended on the dominant frequency of the analyzed event: five different measurement window start times were considered, with the first of these set approximately one period of the dominant frequency prior to the S onset. The subsequent start times were shifted by +0.2 s relative to the previous one. The end times of the measurement windows were varied from 1 to 2.5 dominant periods after the S onset with a step size also weakly dependent on the dominant period of the signal. Dependent on the analyzed event, this resulted in 15 to 25 different end times separated by~0.1 s from each other. We set DTmax to 1 s for the higher frequency bands (0.1-1, 0.2-3, 0.4-4, and 0.8-6 Hz) and 2 s for the 0.05-0.25 Hz band, as we did not obtain DTs larger than 0.8 s during initial trial runs. Setting the maximum allowed split time to values larger than 1 s for the higher frequency bands (0.1-1, 0.2-3, 0.4-4, and 0.8-6 Hz) increased the number of bad measurements due to correlated noise (see further discussion in section S1 and Figure S2 ). Based on visual inspection of the final splitting results, we applied a number of selection criteria to the automatically determined splitting parameters following the suggestions given in Savage et al. (2010;  see examples for good and rejected measurement in Figure 3) . The second event shown in Figure 3 , for instance, features large errors in the individual measurements, λ 2 does not have a clear minimum, and more gravely, splitting parameters are highly dependent on the choice of the measurement window. Thus, this event-station combination was rejected. As we could not find a systematic relation between rejected and good events, for example, regarding magnitude or hypocentral location, rejected measurements are likely caused by factors making the waveforms too complex for the analysis method performed here. Such complexities could be a high noise level, varying source characteristics or a locally complex near-field structure.
After the visual quality check, we obtained 461 splitting parameters from 141 earthquakes in the magnitude range from M L = 1.8 to 5.6 (attached in Data Set S3). The measurement window lengths finally selected by the cluster analysis for the results in this data set varied from 0.7 to 8 s. The 0.1-1.0-Hz analysis band contained the highest number of good measurements (150), as it includes the dominant frequencies of most local S waves. Thus, we consider the 0.1-1.0-Hz band as our main analysis band. In contrast, only 60 local events had sufficient energy for SWS analysis within the lowest frequency band, which corresponds (approximately) to the SKS analysis band (further statistics for the different frequency bands and data examples can be found in Table S1 and Figure S3 ).
Results

SKS Splitting Results
Individual and station-averaged SKS splitting measurements exhibit a very coherent pattern (Figures 4 and  S1 ). The FPDs are predominantly aligned ENE-WSW, with 75% of all stations having a station-averaged FPD of 70° (Figure 4b and black bars in Figure 4d ). This coherent pattern includes stations within the Tajik Figure 1a for station locations). (a, b) Horizontal components (E-W, N-S) of filtered velocity seismograms (top two traces), traces rotated into and perpendicular to the polarization direction, which is determined in MFAST together with the splitting parameters (third trace), and traces rotated into and perpendicular to the polarization direction after correction for the optimum anisotropy parameters (fourth trace). The dashed lines indicate the minimum/maximum start and end of the measurement windows used for the SWS analysis. The window finally selected for the best-fit set of parameters is highlighted in gray. The black line represents the pre-picked S arrival. The seconds in the x axis refer to the start time of the data trace (22.74 s, respectively, 17.59 s after the origin time, for (a) and (b). (c, d) Waveforms and particle motion with original fast and slow (top) and corrected (bottom) S waves. As in (a, b), the window used for the best-fit set of parameters is highlighted in gray, and the black line represents the prepicked S arrival. The right panels show the particle motion of the horizontal components for the original (top) and for the anisotropy-corrected (bottom) S arrival within the measurement window. (e) Misfit surface of the smallest eigenvalues estimated from the covariance matrix for the final measurement of the selected cluster (pink = high quality event from (a, c); green = rejected event from (b, d)). The 95% confidence interval corresponds to the bold "1" contour, and the other contours represent the subsequent multiples of the 95% confidence interval. Contours are only shown until the tenth multiple. Crosses denote the optimal splitting parameters. (f) Variation of fast polarization directions (FPDs) and split time delay (DT) dependent on the choice of measurement window (pink = high-quality event from (a, c); green = rejected event from (b, d). Crosses denote the optimal splitting parameters.
basin, northern/central Pamir, Alai valley, and Tian Shan and thus from domains with distinct tectonic histories. Comparing the FPDs with the geometry of subducted slabs, imaged as high-velocity domains in a recent teleseismic tomography study (Kufner et al., 2016) , shows a vague correlation with most of the measurements north and on top of the Pamir slab orient approximately parallel to the associated highvelocity zone at 200-km depth (Figure 4d ). DTs range from 0.70 to 2.25 s, with most measurements between 1.0 and 1.7 s (Figure 4b ). DTs along the Alai valley and the Pamir Thrust System are particularly large. Two stations, located directly at the transition from the Pamir to the Hindu Kush (AEG3 and GCH2 in Figure 4a ) and on top of the Pamir slab (P16 and P17 in Figure 4a ) exhibit distinctly large DTs. Along the TIPAGE profile, DTs south of the Pamir seismic zone are generally smaller than DTs within the central/northern Pamir and the Tian Shan.
Station FPDs not following the dominant ENE-WSW trend define two subgroups (Figure 4c and red bars in Figure 4d ), with the larger subgroup striking NE-SW (rotated~25°anticlockwise with respect to the dominant direction) and the smaller group striking WNW-ESE. The first group includes stations located north of the western Pamir slab, where it reaches its maximum curvature and in the eastern part of the Tajik basin, (Kufner et al., 2016) . The background color represents the P wave anomaly at 200-km depth, relative to a reference velocity of 8.2 km/s. The anomalies associated with the Pamir (P) and Hindu Kush (HK) slabs are labeled in blue, as a reference to the schematic sketch in Figure 1c . Intermediate depth seismicity is plotted from 150-to 250-km depth (±50 km with respect to the layer in the tomographic model). The yellow/black dashed line indicates the approximate map view location of all the intermediate depth earthquakes as in (a). Red bars represent stations where the FPD deviates from the regional average (as in (c)). Stations underlain with a green circle have more than 50% Null measurements (see Figure S4 for details on Null measurements). adjacent to the Darvaz Fault. Stations with FPDs significantly different from the overall ENE-WSW pattern are mostly situated south of the Pamir seismic zone. This group of measurements has by far the highest percentage of Null measurements (Figure 4d ), as the WNW-ESE orientation of the FPD approximately coincides with the backazimuth of most events used in this study (Figures 2a, S4, and S5 ). This high percentage of Null measurements emphasizes that the WNW-ESE-strike represents the dominant FPD south of the Pamir seismic zone. The other stations with significantly rotated FPDs (F20, F16, F22, and SHA8 in Figure 4a ) are situated near two prominent, possibly lithospheric-scale, strike-slip faults (Talas-Ferghana and Karakorum Faults). FPDs parallel the strike of these structures. We investigated the possible effect of backazimuthal distribution on the obtained measurements by separating our data into different subgroups based on backazimuth ( Figure S5 ) but could not identify any systematic variation. There are several stations where individual results from different backazimuths yield different splitting parameters (e.g., FRKX, PIC2, ZOR9, IGRN, and GAN2 in Figure S5 ). However, these rotated results are mostly only constrained by one or two individual events. At the same time, variations in splitting parameters on the same scale can be observed for events originating from the same backazimuthal direction (e.g., F20, POIX, SHA8, ZOR9, and FRKX in Figure S5 ). This scatter suggests that the backazimuthal coverage is not sufficient to carry out a quantitative analysis for double-layer anisotropy parameters.
Local SWS Results
Local SWS results differ from the SKS results in DT but not in the general FPD pattern ( Figure 5 ). Within our main analysis band (0.1-1.0 Hz), we obtain an average DT of 0.41 s (standard deviation 0.18 s) and a bimodal FPD pattern. Approximately 75% of all events form a sharply WNW-ESE pointing group, similar to the significantly rotated subgroup from the SKS measurements. The FPDs of all other local events align ENE-WSW, similar to the dominant trend in the SKS measurements (Figure 5d ). Separating the results of these two local FPD groups, they can be attributed to different spatial domains within the Pamir collision system (Figures 5a  and 5b) . First, the WNW-ESE-oriented group corresponds to ray paths directly above the Pamir seismic zone and partly south of it (loosely termed "wedge"). Within this domain, absolute DTs and ray path lengthcorrected DTs clearly increase with depth (Figure 5f ). Second, the ENE-WSW-oriented local FPDs are observed further north and south of the wedge. Here DTs increase with depth down to 125 km to 0.3-0.4 s (as for the first group) but decrease to about 0.15 s for deeper earthquakes (Figure 5e ). There is no clear correlation between either backazimuth or incoming polarization of the S wave with FPD or DT ( Figure S6 ). We infer the variations in splitting parameters to be caused mainly by azimuthal anisotropy as we could not observe a notable correlation when comparing our results to synthetic splitting parameters obtained for the modeled case of radial anisotropy ( Figure S7 ). We further separated our input data set into three narrower swaths approximately perpendicular to the station profile ( Figure S8 ) and found a similar splitting pattern for all cross sections, suggesting that variations of the splitting parameters perpendicular to the profile are dominant within the~150-km-wide longitudinal swath of input earthquakes chosen here.
To isolate the crustal contribution to the SWS pattern observed from all intermediate depth earthquakes, we can use the few events between 50-and 85-km depth (approx. Moho depth; Schneider, 2014) , which include either the shallowest events in the continental subduction zone or a cluster of lower crustal/upper mantle earthquakes occurring further south below the Wakhan Corridor of Afghanistan (Figure 6 ). These events are relatively small (M L = 1.9-3.8), and only a few rays reach the stations with an incidence angle suitable for SWS analysis. Nevertheless, the FPDs of these events are in very good agreement with the two FPD groups described above from all local results (Figure 5 ), exhibiting different dominant FPD trends for stations on top of the slab and for those further north or south. Most of the stations north and south of the slab have DTs of 0.1-0.3 s. Only stations directly on top of the slab (MAD8, P18, and P19 in Figure 6 ) indicate larger DTs (0.4-0.55 s), with the largest values obtained for rays approaching the stations from the south. Locally, larger crustal anisotropy beneath these stations is also supported by receiver function studies ( Figure S9 and Text S2). The average DT for all events in Figure 6 is 0.26 s.
Our splitting results do not exhibit any systematic frequency dependence of splitting parameters for eventstation pairs for which our data set contains results in different frequency bands (Figures 7a and 7c) . Generally, results from the same event-station combination but filtered at different frequencies overlap within the individual error ranges. The minimum and maximum variation of DT relative to the results in the main frequency band is À0.05 and 0.062 s, respectively. Variations in FPD are sometimes larger (Sippl, Schurr, Tympel, et al., 2013) . Black lines are political boundaries. (b) The same input data presented in the cross section on top of the P wave velocity model of ; ray paths are calculated in the corresponding S wave model. The contours for P wave velocities of 7.8, 7.9, and 8.0 km/s are highlighted as they represent approximately the Moho depth as constrained from receiver functions (thick brown line; Schneider, 2014) . The deeper domain enclosed by the 7.8 km/s contour was interpreted as subducted crust. All other features as in Figure 5a . (c) Variation of splitting parameters with depth. Black bars represent errors of individual measurements. The "normed" time delay (DT) is calculated by correcting the absolute DT for ray path length: DT_norm = (DT (s)/ray path (km)) × 100. The dashed lines and gray domains in the first two plots denote the running average over 10-km depth and the associated standard deviation. Deeper than 130 km, the running average is calculated separately for the two DT branches. The blue and red domains in the third panel highlight the two FPD subsets plotted in (e) and (f). ( Figure 7b ; min/max: À22/37°), but most results overlap within the individual single event error ranges (see detailed statistics for the different frequencies in Table S1 ). Further, the two FPD groups (ENE-WSW-and WNW-ESE-oriented groups in Figure 5 ) are still visible when including results from all other frequency bands (Figure 7g) . Therefore, we conclude that, if present at all, any frequency dependence of splitting parameters of individual event-station pairs is hidden in the measurement errors.
The local SWS analysis yielded additional results in the 0.05-0.25-, 0.2-3-, 0.4-4-, and 0.8-6-Hz bands from event-station pairs for which we could not determine a stable result in the 0.1-1-Hz band (Figures 7b and  7d) . Approximately half of these results show the same depth-dependent DT trend as described above. For the other results, it seems that we obtain on average the largest DTs for the 0.05-0.25-Hz band (Figure 7b ). In contrast, some results from the higher frequency bands (0.4-4 and 0.8-6 Hz) feature relatively small DTs (0.1-0.3 s), which are in the range expected for splitting in the crust (Figure 6 ) and do not increase with increasing hypocentral depth.
Discussion and Interpretation
Frequency-(In)dependence of Local Splitting and Comparability to SKS Splitting
Considering all local splitting results, our analysis revealed no or only a very weak dependence of DTs on filter frequency. FPDs seem to be generally unaffected by the choice of filter frequency (see section 4.2 above). These observations vary from those made in oceanic subduction zones where mostly frequency-dependent changes of local splitting parameters have been reported (e.g., Japan: Wirth & Long, 2010; Huang et al., 2011b; South America: Hicks et al., 2012; Eakin & Long, 2013) . Variations in DT obtained in these studies differ and can range from 0.1 to 0.5 s in similar frequency bands to those investigated here. Although most of these publications are generally based on more measurements at single frequencies than results of event-station pairs at different filter frequencies, frequency dependence of local measurements seems to be a relatively robust feature. Fewer studies find no frequency dependence (MacDougall et al., 2012) . This frequency dependence has been explained either with the presence of small-scale heterogeneities or with depth-dependent changes of anisotropy geometry (e.g., multiple layers). Possible candidates to cause such features would be bands of partial melt in the mantle wedge. If S waves traveled through a multilayer medium with different fast orientations, some splitting would be canceled out. Obviously, these interpretations based on observations in oceanic subduction zones are not directly transferable to the collisional setting studied here.
We suggest that the compression imposed by the ongoing continental collision is the main factor governing the strain regime and the development of azimuthal anisotropy at lithospheric depths adjacent to the deformation front within our tectonic setting. Such a uniform pervasive strain field would align layering with different fast orientations over time, leading to less or no frequency dependence of our measurements. Both the stable fast directions and the trend of increasing DT with depth for low-frequency measurements support such an interpretation. These two characteristics are in contrast to measurements in oceanic subduction settings, which generally do not reveal a clear trend of increasing DT with depth but partly a 90°rotation of FPD with distance from the trench and a discrepancy between SKS-and local S-derived FPDs (Long, 2013 , and references therein). Such discrepancies between local and SKS measurements have been related to the alignment of local fast axes along faults in the crust, whereas a different dynamic regime was proposed to be active in the mantle wedge aligning fast axes in the mantle wedge parallel to the absolute plate motion (Hicks et al., 2012; Reiss et al., 2018) . This seems to be different in our data set. It is remarkable how well the two dominant FPD groups from local SWS results agree with those determined from SKS splitting (e.g., Figure 5d ). From this coincidence, we infer that the azimuthal anisotropy in both, the crust and the uppermost mantle, is primarily controlled by the regional strain field-at least for our limited data set that illuminates the "ideal" case of ray paths crossing approximately perpendicular to the subducting continental slab.
Some results from the higher frequency bands (0.4-4 and 0.8-6 Hz) in our local splitting data set yielded DTs smaller than or equal to the crustal contribution (DT~0.26 s) inferred from the events near the Moho (Figure 6 ). It is likely that these measurements result from double layer splitting (the splitting of an already split shear wave) at small-scale heterogeneities within the crust or at the Moho-at high frequencies, splitting measurements tend to be mostly sensitive to the uppermost layer (Saltzer et al., 2000) . The existence of double splitting of very high frequency waves is further supported by the fact that we could not obtain splitting results at the lower frequencies for the same events. Consequently, in our study, a direct comparison between local and SKS splitting results should be restricted to local event-station pairs that yielded results within the lower frequency bands as well, that is, those shown in Figures 5 and 6 , aiming to avoid the misinterpretation of very small DTs.
An additional complication in the direct comparison of local S and SKS splitting results is the different width of the Fresnel zones and the variety of incidence angles in the local data set. Even if events are filtered at the same frequency, SKS waves will have larger Fresnel zones at the focal depths of the local events, resulting in an averaging of subsurface properties over a larger area. In our data set, this averaging seems to be expressed by the smoother lateral variations of SKS results compared to local S results. The locally high DTs directly at the subduction front (stations P17, P18, and P19 in Figure 5 ) are mapped in the SKS data as well but appear as a smoother DT-peak (Figure 4) . Due to the different incidence angles, contributions from radial anisotropy might partly be mapped into the local splitting results; although this effect seems to be small in our data set, it cannot be excluded ultimately ( Figures S6 and S7) . Thus, when comparing SKS and local measurements, averaged values from the local measurements and not individual stations should be considered.
Based on such a careful comparison, focusing on the average values of local DTs and the low-frequency results, we suggest that three first-order effects contributing to the observed anisotropy pattern can be identified. These contributions will be discussed in the following sections.
Large-Scale (Sub)lithospheric Deformation Pattern
For rays from local lower crustal/upper mantle earthquakes predominantly crossing the thick Pamir crust, a peak at 0.1-0.3 s DT and FPDs in good agreement with the fast directions from SKS have been observed (Figures 4 and 6) . As the crustal thickness along the TIPAGE profile is the greatest within our entire study region (Schneider, 2014) , the 0.1-0.3-s DT measured along the profile likely represents the upper limit of crustal contribution to the observed SKS delay times. Thus, dependent on the method used for SKS averaging ( Figure S1 ), we obtain 0.8-to 1.2-s excess in DTs in teleseismic SKS measurements relative to the local results. Given the similar FPDs for the shallowest local events as well as the SKS data along the TIPAGE profile, we infer that the bulk of this excess in DT in the central Pamir is accumulated in the mantle.
The SKS-derived ENE-WSW-oriented FPD pattern is rotated by~30°relative to the absolute plate motion and coherent across the different suture zones within the Pamir and the Hindu Kush and also throughout the Tajik basin. This rotation of FPDs relative to the absolute plate motion of Eurasia is in general agreement with the pattern of FPDs in large parts of central and western Tibet (Figure 8 ; Herquel & Tapponnier, 2005 , and references therein; Levin et al., 2013) . This coherence from northern central Tibet, through western Tibet to the Pamir, suggests that azimuthal anisotropy is controlled by the same process throughout the orogenic system. For Tibet, two possible end-member scenarios on how to interpret SKS splitting parameters within the deformation field induced by the Indian indenter have been proposed. First, weaker asthenospheric material could be squeezed and extruded approximately perpendicular to the direction of the Indian plate motion. Such a scenario would suggest that large parts of the observed anisotropy are accumulated in the sublithospheric mantle (e.g., Fu et al., 2008; Huang et al., 2000; Mo et al., 2006 ). An alternative interpretation of splitting patterns in (eastern) Tibet opts for coherent deformation of crust and mantle (e.g., Eken, Tilmann, et al., 2013; León Soto et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2008) .
Within our study region, we inferred, based on our local splitting results, that the crust and the uppermost mantle are indeed affected by ongoing lithospheric deformation. However, as we observe similar DT values in the crust north and south of the Pamir slab from local splitting ( Figure 6 ) and clearly smaller DT values south of the slab from SKS splitting results (Figure 4) , coherent deformation cannot be the only process contributing to the SKS splitting delay times. Instead, the large DTs and uniform FPDs north of the retreating Pamir and the subducting Hindu Kush slabs may be the consequence of large-scale asthenospheric deformation and escape flow in response to advancing India as we show schematically in Figure 9 (label "1" in Figure 9 ). Such a driving force for the development of seismic anisotropy would explain our two main observations: the coherent FPD pattern throughout the study region and smaller DTs and perturbed FPDs south of the Pamir slab. Thus, in contrast to the eastern Tian Shan, where SKS measurements have been interpreted in terms of an asthenosphere less affected by the Indian indentation (Huang et al., 2011; Li et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2008) , we suggest that the Indian indenter causes severe deformation in the asthenosphere closer to the deformation front. The smaller DTs south of the slab would then be an indicator for less deformation in the asthenosphere underlying the Indian indenter and negligible splitting in the Indian lithosphere close to the deformation front, similar to what has been proposed for SKS observations in southern central Tibet (Huang et al., 2000; Meissner et al., 2004) . The perturbation of FPDs south of the Pamir slab could possibly be caused by lateral escape flow around the slab.
Anisotropy Related to Recent Lithospheric Deformation
In addition to the region directly above the central Pamir slab, which we investigated using local SWS, ongoing deformation within the crust and mantle lithosphere seems to contribute to the observed large-scale SKS pattern at other locations as well. Stations with SKS-derived FPDs deviating from the overall ENE-WSW trend are generally located above recent lithospheric-scale deformation zones (schematically shown with the label "2" in Figure 9 ). First, along the active deformation front between the Tajik basin and the Pamir (Illiac Fault, Pamir Thrust System, and Darvaz Fault) and close to the western Pamir slab, the perturbation from the overall pattern is apparent but small (about 20°). DTs of the rotated measurements are slightly larger than those following the regional trend (Figure 4) , and FPDs are parallel to the extensional principal strain rate axes derived from the global strain rate map project (Figure 8 ; Kreemer et al., 2000 Kreemer et al., , 2003 . Both observations can be interpreted as a lithospheric contribution to the observed anisotropy. Figure 8 . Newly derived SKS results together with existing data in the context of the India-Asia collision system plotted on a topographic map (white: 0-1 km; light gray: 1-2.5 km; dark gray: >2.5 km). Existing SKS parameters are extracted from the online database described in Becker et al. (2012; updated 2017) as in Figure 1b . Bars are scaled and color coded by delay time, and their strikes indicate the fast polarization direction. Thin brown and dark blue arrows indicate the principal strain rate axes derived from the global strain rate map project (Kreemer et al., 2000 (Kreemer et al., , 2003 . Compression is plotted in dark blue, extension in brown. Absolute plate motion (green arrows) shows the strike of velocity vectors in the NUVEL1A model relative to the no net rotation reference frame (Argus et al., 2011; DeMets et al., 1994) .
A combination of both lithospheric contributions from recent deformation and asthenospheric contributions to the azimuthal anisotropy is in general accordance with the results from anisotropy-tomography in western China and Tibet (Wei et al., 2016) .
Secondly, much larger perturbations from the overall ENE-WSW trend occur at several stations adjacent to the Karakorum and Talas-Ferghana Faults (Figure 4) . Here FPDs clearly parallel the NW strikes of the faults. Care should be taken in the interpretation of splitting parameters at these stations as they exhibit only a small number of individual measurements (one to six). However, other stations with a similar number of measurements generally follow the large-scale ENE-WSW FPD trend. Therefore, it seems likely that these divergent measurements reflect different structure near the strike-slip systems. Along the Talas-Ferghana Fault, teleseismic tomography also shows a vague high-velocity anomaly following the strike of the fault (Figure 4d ; more pronounced at 150 km depth in Kufner et al., 2016) . Although the depth extent of this anomaly is probably subject to vertical smearing, its existence might indicate a local, sharply defined variation in subcrustal structure beneath the fault. The existence of such an anomaly and the alignment of SKS-derived FPDs parallel to the strike of the faults may imply that the movement along these faults resulted in the creation of deformation fabrics at subcrustal levels. Thus, the lithosphere may well be able to produce the observed DTs if strained in a consistent way. Additionally, the small number of reliable measurements at these stations might be a weak hint that complicated double splitting occurs close to the faults, which was reported earlier for the Tian Shan (Huang et al., 2011a; Li et al., 2010) and which would possibly be expected if intense deformation fabrics are present (Barruol & Kern, 1996; Kern & Wenk, 1990) . Thus, our observations support the hypothesis that the Talas-Ferghana Fault and likely also the Karakorum Fault are lithospheric-scale features (e.g., Klemperer et al., 2013) , independent of their current activity (i.e., no recent large earthquakes associated with the faults).
Lastly, the SKS pattern in between the Pamir and Hindu Kush slabs also deviates from the average FPD (station AEG3 in Figure 4a ). Stations at the transition from the Pamir to the Hindu Kush have larger DTs than the average (AEG3 and GCH2) or a high percentage of Null measurements, independent of the backazimuth (Figures 4d, S4, and S5) . As 3D numerical modeling revealed a significant component of vertical mantle flow developing during slab break-off (van Hunen & Allen, 2011; Sternai et al., 2014) , these characteristics could be explained by such flow pattern possibly caused by the suction generated by the detaching Hindu Kush slab. A similar mechanism has been brought forward to explain the high number of SKS-Null measurements adjacent to the Vrancea zone of intermediate depth seismicity in Romania (Stanciu et al., 2013) , where intermediate depth seismicity is presumably driven by a detaching lithospheric fragment as well.
Anisotropy Induced by the Subducted Continental Slab
Apart from putting depth constraints on the SKS splitting results, the local splitting measurements allow us to discuss the different anisotropic properties within the units involved in the continental subduction in more detail, at least along the slab-perpendicular TIPAGE profile where the geometry of the subducting units is relatively well resolved based on previous studies (Mechie et al., 2012; Schneider et al., 2013; Sippl, Schurr, Tympel, et al., 2013; . For the stations directly on top of the seismic zone, absolute DTs are largest, and the increase of ray path-corrected DTs with depth is most pronounced (Figure 5f ). It is notable that it is not only the domain of subducted crust (low velocity zone at~90-km depth and 38.5°E in Figure 5b ) but also the crust on top of the seismic zone ( Figure 6 ) and the mantle further south (registered at stations P17 to P21 in Figure 5b ; Figure 5f ) that feature the highest DTs and uniform FPDs. A higher contribution to seismic anisotropy at these stations is also supported by receiver function results ( Figure S9 ). Ray paths crossing the Indian mantle further south feature much smaller DTs again (stations P23/24 in Figure 5b ; Figure 5e ). We cannot exclude the possibility that these smaller DTs at depth are just the result of double splitting, as we proposed for the very small DTs measured for our highest frequency bands (Figure 7b ). However, as SKS results show much smaller DTs south of the Pamir slab than north of it as well (Figure 4) , it seems that high seismic anisotropy is not an intrinsic property of the Indian lithosphere. A thin highly localized anisotropic layer (e.g., a shear zone at Moho depths) can also be ruled out to cause the localized high DTs on top of the Pamir seismic zone because it would not produce the ray path-corrected increase in DT with depth ( Figure 5 ). Instead, our splitting results suggest the existence of a highly anisotropic region associated with the continental subduction front, which includes the crust and uppermost mantle (schematically shown with the label "3" in Figure 9 ). Such an interpretation is in accordance with results from attenuation and surface wave tomography, which show a region of high seismic attenuation and low shear wave velocity in the entire crust and in parts of the mantle along the TIPAGE profile (Li et al., 2018; . interpreted this high attenuation region as a domain of high temperature, high deformation, and possibly large-scale lateral extrusion of crustal material-all processes that would result in a localized region of high seismic anisotropy as observed here.
If the local high DTs indeed represent a highly strained domain associated with the continental subduction front, we speculate that the local SWS pattern might possibly hold further information on the subcrustal geometry of the mantle lithosphere beneath the Pamir seismic zone. It was proposed from numerical modeling and from the interpretation of seismological data that the Indian and Asian lithospheres are in direct contact beneath the central Pamir (Kufner et al., 2016; Liao et al., 2017; ; schematically shown in Figure 1c ). If this is the case, the observed localized high DTs above the Pamir seismic zone may suggest the existence of a narrow flow channel in the mantle wedge between these two units. As asthenospheric material is being squeezed out along the strike of the slabs, the high strain rates would cause anisotropy through olivine crystallographic orientation. Such a scenario would imply the down bending of the Indian mantle lithosphere directly at the collision front, which was previously postulated based on receiver function results (Schneider, 2014) . Further, high strain rates in the bending region could explain the existence of the anomalous lower crustal/upper mantle earthquakes beneath the Wakhan Corridor as the decoupling of mantle lithosphere and crust would be expected at the bending point (schematically shown in Figure 9 ).
Conclusion
The present study provides a detailed SWS analysis in the Pamir-Hindu Kush region at the western syntaxis of the India-Asia collision zone. We derived~1,000 SKS splitting measurements and~460 splitting parameters from local deep crustal/upper mantle and intermediate depth earthquakes. Local SWS results show little or no systematic frequency dependence, allowing a careful comparison between averaged results from local SWS and SKS splitting results to constrain the depths at which azimuthal anisotropy is accumulated. The splitting delays measured from SKS waves are much higher (average 1.4 s) than those observed from local shear waves (total average 0.41 s; crustal average 0.26 s), but the general orientation of fast polarization directions is comparable. Thus, the delay time differences can be best explained by a sublithospheric origin of most of the SKS splitting.
We obtained dominantly ENE-WSW-oriented fast directions from the SKS splitting, which do not conform to the absolute plate motion but do agree approximately with the large-scale trend of SKS-derived fast directions throughout the Tian Shan and Tibet (Figure 8 ). We propose that the northward motion of the Indian plate induces a large-scale lateral escape flow in the mantle north of the Pamir and the Hindu Kush slabs (Figure 9 ). Accordingly, delay times south of the slabs are smaller and do not follow the overall ENE-WSW trend (Figure 4) . The SKS pattern further deviates from the overall ENE-WSW trend near the subducted Pamir slab and along the maximum curvature of the offset Pamir mountains, resulting in the occurrence of NE-SW fast directions for a number of stations, which we attribute to the superimposed effects from recent lithospheric-scale deformation. Accordingly, our local splitting results show a pronounced increase of delay times with depth within the region directly on top of the Pamir seismic zone, suggesting the existence of a localized region of strong deformation throughout the crust and upper mantle associated with the ongoing continental subduction. Strong deformation directly at the continental collision front might also cause lateral escape flow at crustal and upper mantle depths.
